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Reforming Local Government Finance in Wales: An Update 

 

Introduction 

 

On 31 January 2017, we outlined our approach to reforming the local government 

finance system in Wales, taking the work forward in a phased and managed way to 

develop a system that meets future needs.   

 

This document provides an update.  We will be consulting on proposals as they are 

developed but welcome all comments and contributions to the debate at any stage. 

 

Our priorities in reforming the finance system are greater resilience for local 

authorities, fairness for citizens and businesses, and sustainable funding for vital 

local services. 

 

This document outlines the timeline for changes to the system to meet the aims and 

objectives set out in our National Strategy, Prosperity for All. 

 

Background - does the finance framework need to change? 

 

1. Taking Wales Forward and the Prosperity for All: the National Strategy outline 

the priorities for the Welsh Government for this term and beyond.  Many of 

these priorities are only achievable with the contribution of public bodies.  

Welsh Ministers invest functions in local authorities to deliver the national 

priorities at a local level, and authorities have freedom to set local priorities 

about the services they believe will benefit communities.  The continued 

financial and demographic challenges for public services in Wales mean there 

is a need for public bodies to plan and deliver services in a way that is more 

strategic and effective.  Part of the Welsh Government’s response to those 

challenges is a focus on regional collaboration between organisations to build 

resilience.  We need to ensure the local government finance framework can 

support this aim.   

 

2. There is a significant body of research into how local services should be 

funded in Wales, in the rest of the UK and internationally.  Much of this 

research points to trade-offs between outcomes such as local autonomy, 

economic growth and social equity, with no common view as to what is best 

for needs and circumstances in Wales.  The Independent Commission on 

Local Government Finance Wales1 established by the Welsh Local 

Government Association considered possible reforms with objectives including 

                                                
1
 ‘Ambition for Change – Aiming Higher’, published 24 March 2016. 

http://www.cipfa.org/partners/independent-commission-on-local-government-finance-wales/final-report 
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greater self-sufficiency and innovation but also stability.  Its recommendations 

(March 2016) included local retention of non-domestic rates revenue, review of 

the settlement formula, dehypothecation of grants and a council tax 

revaluation.   

 

3. In December 2015 the Scottish Commission on Local Tax Reform2 considered 

radical changes to the design and operation of local taxes as important 

elements of the available funding for local services.  The Commission called 

for an end to the current council tax system in Scotland though it did not put 

forward an alternative, concluding that there is no ideal local tax that can 

deliver equity, autonomy, efficiency and practicability.  It did conclude that 

local taxes should remain as general contributions made by people to the 

general funding for local services, as opposed to becoming a charge for the 

consumption of those services. 

 

4. The Welsh Government needs to reconcile the many different stakeholder 

viewpoints in a package of reforms that places citizens at its heart.  We also 

need to balance the aspirations with the costs and risks of making changes, 

ensuring that we do not ignore the strengths of the current funding 

arrangements. 

 

5. The current arrangements provide a multi-billion pound framework that 

underpins all forms of local government – a complex mix of county councils, 

the police service, Fire and Rescue Authorities, Town and Community 

Councils, National Park Authorities and smaller bodies.  These bodies are 

autonomous and democratically elected.  The funding arrangements reflect 

this, in an interconnected system of central government grants, locally raised 

revenues including local taxes, capital funding, borrowing and investment.  

Changes to one element have a direct impact elsewhere.  There is a need to 

ensure the package of reforms is holistic and accountability for services 

remains clear.   

 

  

                                                
2
 ‘Just Change: A New Approach to Local Taxation’, published December 2015. 

http://localtaxcommission.scot/download-our-final-report/ 
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Figure 1: local government finance arrangements 

 

 

Source: local government spending and financing, StatsWales 

 

6. Our Tax Policy Volume (published alongside the Draft Budget on 3 October) 

sets out our journey towards further fiscal devolution.  The law currently 

requires that local tax revenue be used to fund local services.  This creates 

some opportunity to consider how local taxes sit alongside the newly devolved 

taxes and UK taxes which people, organisations and businesses will continue 

to pay.  Where we make changes to local tax policy, we will make those 

changes in accordance with our tax principles, ie. that Welsh taxes should:  

 raise revenue to fund public services as fairly as possible; 

 deliver Welsh Government policy objectives, in particular supporting jobs 

and growth; 

 be clear, stable and simple; 

 be developed through collaboration and involvement; 

 contribute directly to the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act goal of 

creating a more equal Wales. 
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7. On 31 January 2017, we outlined our approach to reforming the way local 

government operates3.  Alongside the White Paper, we set out our approach 

to reforming local government finance.  We can achieve some of the required 

reforms in the short term.  Indeed, we have achieved some of our planned 

reforms already.  Other changes are being considered over a longer period.  

Figure 2 outlines our objectives for future local government finance, along with 

a brief summary and timeline for the changes.  The remainder of this 

document provides further detail about each of these areas of consideration 

grouped into the short, medium and longer term. 

 

 

                                                
3
 White Paper ‘Reforming Local Government: Resilient and Renewed’, published 31 January 2017. 

https://consultations.gov.wales/consultations/reforming-local-government-resilient-and-renewed 
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Figure 2: Objectives for local government finance and indicative timeline 
 

 

Sustainable and self-sufficient local 
government 

 

 financial support for benchmarking cost 
performance (achieved) 
 

 support for city & growth deals (ongoing) 
 

 provide new capital financing flexibilities (part 
achieved and further changes from April 2018) 

 

 develop a regional funding framework to 
enable reform and service transformation 
(through Local Government Bill) 

 

 develop the settlement formula in response to 
changing spending patterns (annually) and 
local tax changes (from 2019) 

 

 enable increased commercialism, General 
Power of Competence (through Local 
Government Bill) 
 

 explore non-domestic rates changes in 
relation to regional activity (from 2017) 
 

 explore the balance of funding between locally 
raised and centrally provided, between 
revenue and capital financing (from 2018) 

Fair, progressive and better targeted 
local taxes 

 

 new Small Business Rates Relief scheme 
that supports WG priorities (initial changes 
April 2018 and ongoing development) 
 

 targeted rates relief aligned to Taking 
Wales Forward commitments 
 

 a more progressive council tax (from 2019) 
 

 improved Council Tax Reduction Scheme 
taking account of UK welfare reforms (from 
2019) 
 

 explore further developments to Small 
Business Rates Relief (from 2017) 
 

 explore modernised and more frequent 
property valuation resets (from 2017) 
 

 explore different approaches to local 
taxes, eg. fundamental changes to council 
tax banding, land value taxes, local income 

taxes (from 2018) 

Effective and proportionate tax 
administration 

 

 non-domestic rates 2017 revaluation and 
transition (achieved) 

 

 improved information sharing between 
agencies (part achieved and ongoing) 

 

 non-domestic rates appeals reform (from 
2019) 
 

 tackling non-domestic rates avoidance (from 
2019) 
 

 improving council tax arrears management 

and enforcement (from 2017) 

Sound financial governance and 
strengthened local accountability 

 

 regional financial planning by Joint 
Governance Committees 
 

 supporting the role of the Chief Finance 
Officer in a changing environment 
(continuous) 

 

 engaging citizens in decisions about 
spending priorities (continuous) 

 

 develop accounting and audit framework 
(from 2019) 

 

 continuous improvement to financial 
governance as a result of other changes 
described 
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Working with partners 

 

8. Different stakeholders want different things from the local government finance 

system and their interests sometimes conflict with each other.  The Welsh 

Government needs to find the right balance between making sustainable 

provision for the local services on which we all rely, ensuring the system can 

be operated efficiently and effectively, and ensuring the contribution from local 

taxpayers is spread fairly.    

 

9. The reforms outlined here require input from a wide range of interested 

parties.  The Finance Sub Group of the Partnership Council for Wales 

provides the main forum for local government members and public sector 

partners to engage in the broader discussion about the direction of travel for 

the finance system.  There are also many opportunities for technical work, 

including the Welsh Revenues and Benefits Group, the Distribution Sub 

Group and the Reform Task and Finish Group.  These engage key 

professionals from all 22 principal authorities and wider local government on 

proposals relating to the finance system, in particular, their role as guardians 

of the effective use of public money.   

 

10. We have established an expert-led Local Government Finance Reform 

Working Group to explore and test the possibilities for reform in an applied 

and practical way.  The group is working to inform evidence-based policy 

exploration rather than being tasked with providing the Welsh Government 

with formal recommendations or advice.   

 

11. We want to stimulate engagement and debate with citizens as users and 

beneficiaries of public services.  It is important that everyone understands 

what they need to contribute to get the best from our public services.  We will 

ensure the views of citizens are heard at each step in our development of the 

future local government finance system.  

 

Short-term reforms 

 

12. These comprise changes that are within the existing powers of the Welsh 

Ministers and can be implemented (relatively) quickly. 

 

Fair and progressive council tax 

 

13. Taking Wales Forward includes a commitment to work with local 

government to review council tax to make it fairer.  The Welsh 

Government has explored what fairness means in this context, developed the 

evidence base and improved our capability to assess council tax liability for 

different types of taxpayers.  Our primary aim is to take steps to increase the 
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‘progressivity’ of the current system, making changes that could benefit those 

households less able to pay than others.  However, we must bear in mind that 

council tax is not designed to be a localised income tax. 

 

14. The changes in scope for the shorter term are those that can be achieved 

within the broad confines of the tax design and administrative operation that 

already exists.  The possibilities being explored include changes to the tax 

relativities charged between the nine council tax bands, exploring ways to 

improve our Council Tax Reduction Scheme and renewing efforts to ensure 

those who are eligible for the scheme are benefitting from it.  We are building 

and improving the evidence base to assess the impact of proposals before 

making changes.  We intend to consult on initial proposals to make council tax 

fairer in early 2018. 

 

15. The Council Tax Reduction Scheme is a priority for this government.  It 

provides direct support to vulnerable and low-income households across 

Wales.   We have already confirmed that we will continue to protect these 

households by maintaining full entitlements to council tax reductions for 2018-

19, despite a reduction in the funding passed to Wales by the UK Government 

when it abolished Council Tax Benefit in 2013.  This ensures that almost 

300,000 households in Wales continue to receive help with their council tax.  

Of these, 220,000 households pay no council tax at all.  We are developing 

proposals for the future of the scheme to meet our commitment to making 

council tax fairer. 

 

16. Our commitment to fairness also extends to reviewing the way in which 

council tax is administered and managed.  While we firmly believe that taxes 

are the admission price we each pay to live in a civilised society, we must 

protect and safeguard households where it is clear that they do not have the 

means to contribute.  We recently published research into how local 

authorities manage council tax debt and what more can be done to improve 

collection and arrears management.  The report published on 28 September4 

pulls together existing evidence on the impact of council tax and of the 

collection of arrears on low-income households.    We are considering the 

report’s findings before exploring what changes need to be made to ensure 

practices are consistent, reasonable and proportionate in all cases.  We will 

work closely with local government to explore opportunities to adopt more 

proactive and citizen-focused approaches to help prevent debt occurring and 

escalating.  

 

                                                
4
 Local authorities' approaches to council tax debt recovery in Wales, 28 September 2017  

http://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/local-authorities-approaches-council-tax-debt-
recovery/?lang=en 
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17. The £1.7 billion annual revenue stream generated through council tax 

contributes to the cost of providing vital local services to communities in 

Wales.  We intend to ensure changes to make the tax more progressive are 

phased, managed and do not impact on the current yield.  Our commitment to 

fairness for taxpayers is not about telling local government how to set its 

levels of council tax – the legislative framework already prescribes that 

process in detail and we firmly believe authorities must remain accountable to 

their local electorates for the choices they make. 

 

Non-domestic rates revaluation and transition 

 

18. The Valuation Office Agency (VOA) recently completed a property revaluation 

exercise to maintain the fairness of the system and ensure it is up-to-date.  

The VOA is independent of the Welsh Government.  Revaluations are not 

revenue generating exercises.  Regular revaluation exercises are necessary 

to redistribute the amount of tax payable across the tax-base, reflecting 

changes in property market conditions since the previous exercise.  A set of 

updated ‘rateable values’ took effect across Wales and England from 1 April 

2017.  The Welsh Government is providing targeted transitional relief and high 

street relief to support businesses through the transition and is providing £210 

million of rates relief in total. 

 

Better targeted support for small businesses 

 

19. In Taking Wales Forward, we set out our intention to foster the conditions 

needed to ensure businesses and communities thrive.  This included a 

commitment to deliver a tax cut by supporting small businesses with their non-

domestic rates bills.  The temporary Small Business Rates Relief scheme was 

promptly extended and is providing £110 million of relief in 2017-18.  

 

20. We have also undertaken to review Small Business Rates Relief with a 

view to developing permanent arrangements from 2018.  We will deliver a 

scheme that targets our investment better and provides support to those that 

would benefit most – small businesses that play a vital role in delivering 

economic growth and sustaining local communities.  We want to ensure relief 

from non-domestic rates supports the delivery of wider Welsh Government 

objectives and will consider whether there is a case to be made for additional 

relief for certain sectors to enable this.  In doing so, we must protect the tax-

base and the revenue raised to fund local services.  The changes for 2018 will 

place the scheme on permanent footing.  This does not mean that the scheme 

will be static: we will continue to develop it. 
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21. A consultation on our proposals will end shortly on 13 October5.  It outlines a 

number of possible short term reforms including: 

 

 restricting the amount of relief available to businesses that occupy 

multiple small properties, for example, large national chains; 

 

 exceptions from Small Business Rates Relief for business activity that 

does not align with Welsh Government objectives; 

 

 reverting the existing enhanced relief for retail premises to a standard 

level; 

 

 reinvesting the revenue released from the above proposals to provide 

more generous relief to small businesses through amending the eligibility 

criteria; and 

 

 targeting certain sectors that help to deliver Welsh Government 

objectives, for example, our commitment to deliver 30 hours free child 

care for working-age parents of 3-4 year olds. 

 

22. We are working with our partners to test the practical implications of the 

proposals, in particular, the financial, administrative and legislative 

considerations.  The responses to our consultation will inform legislation so 

that ratepayers and local authorities are aware of the details of the new 

scheme ahead of its implementation from 1 April 2018. 

 

23. Following initial changes in 2018, the scheme will continue to be developed.  

The consultation also includes a number of potential reforms that require a 

longer lead time to explore.  These are outlined in paragraph 40.  

 

Effective and proportionate local tax administration 

 

24. The administration of local taxes is complex yet necessary to ensure their 

effective, efficient and fair operation.  It comprises a variety of functions that 

span organisations, from tax collection by billing authorities, to tribunals that 

provide a mechanism for challenge and redress, to the independent 

assessment of property values by the Valuation Office Agency.  The Welsh 

Government continually reviews procedures involved in tax administration.  

 

                                                
5
Delivering a tax cut for small businesses: A new small business rates relief scheme for Wales. 

Published 21 July 2017. https://consultations.gov.wales/consultations/delivering-tax-cut-small-
businesses-new-small-business-rates-relief-scheme-wales 

https://consultations.gov.wales/consultations/delivering-tax-cut-small-businesses-new-small-business-rates-relief-scheme-wales
https://consultations.gov.wales/consultations/delivering-tax-cut-small-businesses-new-small-business-rates-relief-scheme-wales
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Non-domestic rates appeals 

25. We have already begun the process of reforming the appeals process in 

Wales with change to the operation of the Valuation tribunal for Wales.  We 

will shortly seek people’s views about changes to the appeals system that 

could improve its efficiency and ensure it is easier for ratepayers to navigate.  

Currently, over 40% of ratepayers appeal their property valuation yet 

two-thirds of these challenges result in no change to rateable values.  A 

significant proportion of appeals are speculative, meaning resolving 

challenges is a costly, drawn out process that is resource intensive for a 

number of organisations and frustrating for those with genuine appeals.   

 

Information sharing 

26. A new information-sharing gateway between local authorities and the 

Valuation Office Agency was established in April 2017 with the aim of 

reducing administrative burden for taxpayers having to provide similar 

information to different organisations.  The gateway will also aid rates 

collection and fraud investigation.   

 

Impact of other changes to local tax policy 

27. There will be administrative implications resulting from short-term reforms to 

council tax and council tax reduction.  We must ensure the changes we intend 

to make do not risk the effectiveness of a tax that has seen good collection 

rates for two decades.  We will explore these considerations through 

consultation and working with stakeholders.   

 

28. The administrative operation of non-domestic rates has been an important 

consideration throughout our development of the Small Business Rates Relief 

scheme.  In our consultation, we discuss the merits of application based 

schemes and those applied automatically to rates bills.  In developing a new 

scheme, we will look to minimise the administrative burden on ratepayers and 

authorities, while limiting as far as possible any avenues for abuse. 

 

Core funding and flexibility for local government 

 

29. The multi-billion pound finance framework that underpins the delivery of local 

services is an interconnected system of different components.  Local taxes 

contribute around a third of the funding for local revenue expenditure and are 

inseparable from our broader strategy for the core funding we provide.  

Changes to council tax and non-domestic rates policy have a direct effect on 

the funding formula for the annual settlements for local authorities and police.  

A greater focus on regional working will alter spending patterns in authorities 

and necessitate some thinking about the approach to distributing one of our 

largest grants, the Revenue Support Grant. 
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30. The formula has become more complex since its inception and there is merit 

in exploring the scope for simplification and changes to aid transparency and 

operation.  The Distribution Sub Group, a technical subgroup of the 

Partnership Council for Wales, develops the funding methodology for the 

annual local government settlements.  The Group will consider the 

implications of the work described in this chapter for the methodology. 

 

31. We have provided local authorities with greater flexibility to use capital 

receipts to fund investment in transformational activities.  We will also consult 

later this year about changes to the capital finance and accounting regime, 

relaxing constraints around loan capital transactions, bonds and investments.  

Capital spending decisions have revenue consequences which have 

implications for other funding, including the amount of revenue raised from 

local taxes.  

 

32. We have provided financial support for Innovate-to-Save and Invest-to-Save 

projects and supported the development of benchmarking as a tool to 

compare service and cost performance.  These measures are important parts 

of our overall approach to ensuring the local government finance system 

meets future requirements.   

 

Medium-term reforms 

 

33. This phase comprises the potential changes to meet our aims and 

commitments which involve more detailed consideration over a longer period 

time and may require new legislative provision.  The implementation of such 

changes could extend over more than one Assembly term.   

 

Council tax property valuation 

 

34. An effective tax system requires a robust and consistent method of assessing 

the commodity to be taxed.  In property tax designs, the value of property is 

used as an indicator of relative demand for services and ability to contribute to 

the cost of local services.  Properties liable for council tax are placed in one of 

nine council tax bands based on property values assessed by the 

independent Valuation Office Agency.  The purpose of this is to enable a 

system where the different bands can attract smaller to larger tax liabilities.  

 

35. Council tax bands in Wales are based on values as at 1 April 2003.  Having 

undergone a revaluation exercise since its inception, Wales is in a better 

position than England and Scotland where council tax is charged on the basis 

of property values from 1991.  However, without a further property revaluation 

exercise, we are constrained in our ability to make changes that would help to 
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make the system fairer, eg. adding bands to increase progressivity and 

modernising the thresholds to fit present market conditions. 

 

36. Property revaluation exercises for council tax are costly and challenging to 

deliver.  Our tax policy work-plan includes a work-stream to explore the 

viability of modernised methods of domestic property valuation that 

could ensure the council tax base more accurately reflects the housing 

market.  The Welsh Government has begun to explore whether, given 

advances in technology and data availability since 2003, property valuation 

exercises could be achieved in a timelier and more cost-effective fashion that 

could enable more gradual change than a traditional ‘big bang’ exercise.  We 

will shortly commission detailed research about the possibilities in this area. 

 

Tackling fraud and avoidance of non-domestic rates 

 

37. The Welsh Government is committed to helping authorities tackle fraud and 

avoidance of non-domestic rates.  While fraud and avoidance may involve a 

small minority of ratepayers, when they do not contribute their fair share it is 

local services, the wider community and other ratepayers that suffer.  

Ensuring the correct rates are paid also provides stability and certainty to 

ratepayers by reducing the potential for backdated liabilities.   

 

38. The extent of avoidance in Wales, whether unintended or deliberate, requires 

further investigation.  In July 2015, the UK Government  reported findings from 

a consultation aimed at gathering information about avoidance of non-

domestic rates in England.  It estimated around £230 million in rates revenues 

could be lost to fraud and avoidance each year.   

 

39. The Welsh Government recently held the first meeting of a working group of 

local government stakeholders to share experiences of avoidance activity and 

explore the barriers to investigating it.  Measures to tackle avoidance cannot 

be developed without the input and support of the business community, the 

majority of which pays the rates that are due.  We will engage business 

representatives to help us determine and test approaches.  The measures we 

are exploring include: 

 

 improving the accuracy of information about ratepayers so that eligibility 

for reliefs and exemptions is genuine and responsive to changes in 

ratepayers’ circumstances; 

 

 how we can work with other agencies and the UK Government regarding 

policy that is not devolved to Welsh Minsters, for example, charitable 

status, business registration and licensing; 
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 seeking new legislative provisions to enable authorities to enter and 

inspect properties and to request certain types of information from 

ratepayers; 

 

 better tools for monitoring levels of fraud and avoidance to evaluate 

whether new measures would have the desired impact; and 

 

 given continued resourcing pressures, whether there are ways in which 

investigative activity could be appropriately encouraged and incentivised. 

 

Small Business Rates Relief – beyond 2018 

 

40. We are currently consulting on ideas for reforms to Small Business Rates 

Relief beyond 2018, including proposals which would require new primary 

legislative powers or a longer lead time to explore and gather evidence of 

their effectiveness.  Those ideas include: 

 

 Introducing time-limits on relief where support is gradually withdrawn to 

ensure growing businesses become self-sustaining; 

 

 targeting businesses that support Welsh Government priorities in 

Prosperity for All and are of social, economic or environmental benefit to 

Wales.  Examples might include businesses that pay the Living Wage 

Foundation’s Living Wage, promote community development or support 

decarbonisation. 

 

41. Proposals would be subject to consultation. 

 

Funding arrangements that enable local government reform and service 

transformation 

 

42. In Taking Wales Forward, we committed to reviewing the local government 

finance system to help councils to become more sustainable and 

self-sufficient.  The proposals for local government reform and the work to 

drive forward city and growth deals will contribute to economic growth, 

financial resilience and improved services.  There is a distinct finance element 

to the reform proposals.  Through new legislation we intend to mandate local 

authorities to combine their spending and investment power at a regional level 

to increase capacity, resilience and flexibility in certain service areas.  We will 

also provide local government with a General Power of Competence and are 

open to exploring whether additional financial flexibilities could assist local 

authorities in making use of their powers.  While we do not intend to change 

the way local taxes are raised and spent locally, future trends in spending 
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behaviours of authorities could have implications for the balance of funding 

and tax requirement.  

 

43. As a result of the emerging city and growth deals, the Independent 

Commission on Local Government Finance Wales and some local authorities 

have called for a different approach to the way non-domestic rates revenue is 

distributed.  There is significant variation between authorities in the amount of 

revenue generated non-domestic properties and the ability of authorities to 

promote growth. Currently, non-domestic rates are governed within a national 

framework.  All the revenue raised from rates in Wales is pooled centrally and 

distributed to local authorities as part of the annual settlements.  We believe 

this is a fair approach in which the Welsh Government manages the risks 

involved and which upholds our strong public service traditions of cooperation 

and equalisation for the benefit of the whole of Wales.  The Welsh 

Government has been clear that it does not support a position where each 

area simply retains the non-domestic rates it collects in full.  Such an 

approach would benefit only a small number of authorities and would result in 

significant cuts to the budgets of the majority. 

 

44. We are working with the sector to assess the merits and feasibility of a share-

gain arrangement that could allow authorities working on a regional basis to 

retain a portion of additional rates generated, where there is measurable 

financial growth above normal levels as a result of their collaborative actions.  

It is very early days in this exploration with authorities.  We have invited local 

authorities to prepare a proposal for our consideration that works for all 

regions while ensuring the risks and volatility of the funding stream are 

managed. 

 

Exploring more fundamental reforms for the longer term 

 

45. There have been a number of wide-ranging reviews about how local 

government should be funded.  This phase comprises applied and practical 

exploration of different approaches to local government finance.  These may 

be concepts such as changing the balance of funding between that which is 

raised locally and that provided centrally, greater localisation of aspects of the 

system and alternative ways of raising local tax revenue through different tax 

designs.  

 

46. Our tax policy work-plan includes a work stream to explore whether different 

approaches to the taxation of non-domestic property, such as land value 

taxation, might bring benefits for Wales.  There is a theoretical evidence 

base suggesting that other approaches to raising income from property might 

be economically more efficient and more progressive.  A number of other 

countries have experimented with different forms of taxes based on some 
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measure of land value or the concept of localised taxes on incomes.  The 

administrative implications of such tax designs have in the past prevented 

progress.  We will begin by exploring the feasibility of a land value tax as a 

replacement for raising revenue from non-domestic property.  

 

47. The tax policy work-plan also includes a work-stream to explore whether 

different approaches to domestic taxation might increase fairness and 

transparency in the longer term.  The Independent Commission on Local 

Government Finance Wales recommended localising decisions about council 

tax to regional groupings of authorities, for example decisions about council 

tax bands, discounts and exemptions.  There is also an opportunity to look at 

the feasibility of a localised income tax.  This would represent a very different 

approach to local revenue raising and would raise a number of fundamental 

issues.  This links to a related work-stream in the tax policy work-plan that is 

considering the appropriate balance between property and income taxes in 

Wales more broadly.   

 

48. There is a wealth of literature that examines the balance of funding between 

different income sources for local governments around the world.  Bennett, 

Allen and Grace (2016)6 concluded that systems of finance for local 

government reflect its complexity, and effective reform needs to respond to 

the interdependencies and relationships between form, function and finance 

and therefore take a whole system approach.  They considered the 

assessment made by the Commission on Public Service Governance and 

Delivery in 2014 which identified four dimensions of complexity in public 

services in Wales: 

 

 the formal interrelationships, reporting lines and accountabilities between 

public bodies (relationship complexity); 

 

 geographical boundaries of public bodies and the extent to which they are 

coterminous (spatial complexity); 

 

 respective responsibilities of public bodies, and the overlaps and 

duplications between them (functional complexity); and 

 

 arrangements for working across organisational boundaries through 

partnerships (collaborative complexity). 

 

                                                
6
 Systems of Local Government Finance, Local Taxation and Resource Allocation. (Bennett, Allen 

and Grace, 2016). http://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/evidence-review-systems-local-
government-finance-local-taxation-resources-allocation/?lang=en 

http://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/evidence-review-systems-local-government-finance-local-taxation-resources-allocation/?lang=en
http://gov.wales/statistics-and-research/evidence-review-systems-local-government-finance-local-taxation-resources-allocation/?lang=en
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49. As the reform of local government gathers pace during this term and beyond, 

it is right to continue considering the appropriate balance between fiscal 

levers to support the sector.  Reviewing the balance of funding is 

fundamentally connected to questions of wider governance and 

accountability.  Equally, questions of local taxation cannot be answered in 

isolation from national taxation, as no single tax can embody all ideal 

properties or objectives (Bennett, Allen and Grace, 2016). 

 

50. Through our consultative groups, we intend to assess the possibilities for 

Wales.  The scale of change would mean that substantial new legislative 

provision would be required and, if different approaches proved viable, 

implementation would not be practicable within this Assembly term.  The 

intention is to explore the options and assess the practical implications so that 

a number of tested scenarios can be presented to inform the debate ahead of 

and beyond the next Assembly elections.  


